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Analysis of High Voltage DC Transmission Technology

HIMALAYAL - SHANGHAI - CHINA

I. Overview

The high voltage DC (HVDC) transmission is big power long distance DC
transmission. The technology is used to transmit the electric power via overhead
lines and submarine cables. Meanwhile, it can also connect independent
electrical systems if traditional AC connection is not workable.

For the schematic diagram of HVDC transmission, see below:

• Filter (rectification or inverter): convert AC into DC or vice versa.
• Converter transformer: provide non-grounding three-phase voltage source for
converter
• Smoothing reactor: reduce the harmonic wave injected into the DC system and
reduce the probability of phase failure; limit the current peak of DC short circuit.
• Filter: decrease the harmonic wave injected into AC/DC system
• Reactive power compensation equipment: provide reactive power that the
converter needs and lessen the exchange of reactive power between converter
and system.

II. HVDC Transmission vs AC Transmission

1) Technology

• Characteristic of power transmission: In order to meet the requirements of
stability, measures such as series compensation and static compensation are
often taken, and even transmission power voltage has to be raised. The DC
transmission has no phase and power angle, so it is not necessary to consider the
issue of stability. That is an important characteristic of DC transmission, but also
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an advantage.

• Self-protection capability in case of line breakdown: If AC line single phase is
grounded, it takes 0.4-0.8sec to eliminate the breakdown. Coupled with
switch-on time, the time totals 0.6-1sec. If DC line single polarity is grounded,
thyristor valves shut at once and the voltage reduces to zero, which forces the DC
current to zero. Hence, it takes 0.2-0.35sec to recover from DC line single polarity
breakdown.

• Overload capability: The AC transmission line has strong capability to run
without pause and its maximum capacity tends to be determined by stability
limit. The DC line also has a certain overload capability and it is converter station
that will be restricted. Generally speaking, it can be divided into three categories:
2h overload capability, 10sec overload capability and fixed overload capability. As
for the overload, AC is more flexible. If the greater overload capability is needed
for DC, consideration should be given in advance during the selection of model.

• Trend and power control: The AC transmission is determined by network
parameters, operating mode of motor and load. Hence, operators on duty shall be
dispatched and it is difficult to control. However, DC transmission can achieve
automatic control. The DC transmission control system is characterized by rapid
response, accurate adjustment, convenient to operate and can control many
goals.

• Short-circuit capacity: AC interconnection will increase the capacity of
short-circuit of systems at both sides. Sometimes, part of original circuit breaker
cannot meet the requirements of interrupting capacity so that the equipment
needs to be replaced. If DC interconnection, an increase in DC lines will not be
great no matter where breakdowns occur. It is concluded that the capacity of AC
system short-circuit will not increase.

• Cable: When the cable insulation is used in the DC, its allowable working
voltage is two times higher than AC. For instance, the 35kV AC cable is allowed to
work at 100kV or so DC voltage. Therefore, DC cable costs much less than AC
cable on condition that the DC working voltage is the same as AC working
voltage.

• Power loss of transmission line: The voltage of DC transmission line distributes
stably without capacitive current. The DC line power loss is two thirds of that of
AC line and there is no need to connect reactor in parallel.

• Line corridor: The corridor of one 500kV DC transmission line is around 40m
long while the length of one 500kV AC transmission line corridor is 50m.
However, the transmission capacity of DC line is two times AC line. The
transmission efficiency of DC line corridor is two times or more AC line.

2) Reliability
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• Forced outrage rate

Name AC DC

Line
(time/Hkm/year)

Single Double Single polarity Double polarity

0.299 0.054 0.126 0.055

Converter station
(time/year)

0.560 0.128 0.480 0.23

• Power unavailability

Name Power unavailability (%)

Transmission capacity loss
50%

Transmission capacity loss
50%

AC DC AC DC

Line 0.75 0.07 0.050 0.016

substation 0.07 0.62 0.007 0.002

Total 0.82 0.69 0.057 0.013

3) Economy

In terms of power transformation and line, the investment in DC transmission
converter occupies a high proportion but the investment in AC transmission
takes a major proportion; the DC transmission power loss is less than that of AC
transmission.

When the transmission power increases, as for DC transmission, the voltage can
be raised or the lead section is increased. However, in terms of AC transmission,
the only method is to increase the number of circuits.

At a certain transmission distance, the total cost of AC transmission is the same
as DC transmission. The distance is called equivalent distance, which is
important for the project. The DC transmission is recommended if exceeding the
distance, and vice versa.
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III. HVDC Transmission Control Mode

1. DC transmission control system

1) Keep the DC power, voltage, current and controlling angle within the range of
steady-state value;

2) Limit the transient overvoltage and overcurrent;

3) In case of AC/DC system breakdown, within response time.

2. DC transmission basic control modules

• Voltage dependent current order limit ( VDCOL): Limit the DC current order
when DC voltage or AC voltage reduces to a certain order value.

• Constant current control (CCC): Of all polarity control functions, constant
current control is the most applied. At the rectification side, the input of constant
current controller is the deviation between current rectification valve TM3 and
actual current TM4.

• Arc angle control (ANC): The arc angle is between 15°and 18°for most DC
projects. The variable can be directly measured but cannot be directly controlled.
The only method is to adjust indirectly by means of altering the trigger angle of
converter. It is related to trigger angle of inverter side and also depends on the
commutation voltage and DC current.

• Constant voltage control (CVC): Set constant voltage control module at
rectification and inverter modes. The control adopts PI adjustment method.
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3. Auxiliary control module:

• Tap control (TC): The tap control aims to keep trigger angle, arc angle and DC
voltage within range; it is characterized by slow adjustment speed.

• Reactive power control (RPC): For different DC projects, filters and capacitors
are divided into several groups, which are switched by power circuit breakers.

In most cases, when the voltage of AC systems does not fluctuate much, the
rectification adopts constant current control while the inverter side uses arc
angle control. In order to adjust the power rapidly and accurately, the
rectification uses constant current control (or constant power control) and the
inverter side adopts DC voltage control.


